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The Fontan method eludes to any activity those outcomes in the progression of fundamental 
venous blood to the lungs without going through a ventricle. It is performed to treat a few complex 
intrinsic heart irregularities including tricuspid atresia, pneumonic atresia with unblemished 
ventricular septum, hypoplastic left heart condition, and twofold channel ventricle. The first 
Fontan strategy included direct anastomosis of the right chamber to the vitally aspiratory vein; 
nonetheless, various alterations have been utilized. Formation of Fontan course is palliative in 
nature, with great outcomes in patients with ideal hemodynamics and significant dismalness and 
mortality in those with unfortunate hemodynamics. Inconveniences of Fontan flow incorporate 
activity bigotry, ventricular disappointment, right chamber dilatation and arrhythmia, 
fundamental and hepatic venous hypertension, entry hypertension, coagulopathy, pneumonic 
arteriovenous mutation, venovenous shunts, and lymphatic brokenness (eg, ascites, edema, 
emanation, protein-losing enteropathy, and plastic bronchitis).
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Introduction
The Fontan strategy, which was first depicted in 1971, is by 
and large acknowledged as the last arranged whitewashing for 
patients with single ventricle physiology and has prompted 
superior endurance among this patient populace. In spite of 
this, Fontan and Baudet at first forewarned that this method 
is certainly not a physical remedy, which would require the 
production of a right ventricle, yet a strategy of physiological 
pneumonic blood stream rebuilding, with concealment 
of right and left blood stream blending. The shortfall of 
a subpulmonary ventricle and dependence on detached 
pneumonic blood stream straightforwardly lead to expanded 
focal venous tension, and thusly, this negative physiologic 
state prompts constant end-organ brokenness, described by 
liver fibrosis, low bone thickness, renal infection, lymphatic 
brokenness, lung illness, and cardiovascular brokenness 
[1]. The liver, which is especially powerless to high venous 
tensions, likewise sees debilitated blood vessel stream because 
of diminished cardiovascular result, as found in this accomplice 
of patients. Fontan-related liver infection is possible because of 
a blend of these variables, including both raised focal venous 
tension and hindered blood vessel stream. Hepatic irregularities 
have been found in patients even before the Fontan activity and 
as soon as 20-35 days postoperatively following Fontan because 
of this physiologic change. Hepatic fibrosis exists in all patients 
following Fontan activity, and its seriousness is related with time 
since Fontan activity and raised Fontan pressures [2].

Over the past ten years, numerous Fontan observation programs 
have developed across the world, using different intrusive and 
painless strategies to survey for Fontan-related liver illness. 
As the full comprehension of Fontan-related liver infection 
keeps on advancing, numerous administration techniques 
have been created pointed toward enhancing this strange 
physiologic state. One such treatment, phosphodiesterase-5 
inhibitors, follows up on and advances the cGMP-intervened 
cell pathway, bringing about the formation of nitric oxide. 
Nitric oxide follows up on receptors inside the smooth muscle 
of the pneumonic vascular bed, causing unwinding of tissues, 
and hence, a drop in vascular obstruction is accomplished. 
Phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors have been displayed to 
diminish aspiratory vascular obstruction and work on heart 
yield in patients with single-ventricle physiology [3].

In the Fontan dissemination, pneumonic vascular impedance 
is the absolute most significant element restricting 
cardiovascular output. The parts of impedance to stream in 
the pneumonic vascular and foundational frameworks are 
indistinguishable; however the plans of these parts are very 
different. The ventricle launching blood into the fundamental 
course should defeat both resistive, still up in the air by little 
fringe vessels, and a pulsatile load decided basically by the 
capacitance of the thoracic aorta [4].

The extraordinary physiology of patients with cavopulmonary 
associations is ordinarily the absolute opposite of that 
expected to perform ideal cardiopulmonary revival (CPR) 
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and may make sense of the restricted adequacy of CPR in this 
populace. There is expanding proof supporting the significance 
of coronary perfusion pressure and cerebral perfusion tension 
in all understanding results after CPR [5]. 

Conclusion
It has been over a long time starting from the main Fontan 
activity was performed and 60 years since the developmental 
work was performed to empower its fruition. It is presently 
the treatment of decision for patients with single ventricle 
physiology. Patients who went through these methodologies 
as kids are currently showing up as grown-ups, including 
parturients.
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